Information Security and Compliance Services

ISO 27001 Based ISMS
RUAG Cyber Security specialises in Information Security Management Systems (ISMS) and services.
Intuitive ISMS software combined with the expertise and experience of our ISMS experts will accelerate an
ISO/IEC 27001 compliance initiative, while transferring knowledge to the organization’s IT security team.
Once implemented, RUAG’s ISMS for ISO/IEC 27001 compliance solution can be augmented with further modules to assist IT
Emergency Planning and Data Protection, providing an effective solution to multiple aspects of information security.

Business Challenges
Information security is an increasing challenge for all businesses. Today’s IT Security teams need to be able to prove to both internal
and external stakeholders that critical information is adequately secured and protected from cyber threats with effective and reliable
technology and processes. For many organizations this proof is required before compliance certification or recertification is achieved.
IT and audit departments are frequently overstretched and do not have the required resources to initiate an appropriate project and
bring it to fruition.

Solution
RUAG Cyber Security Services provides a complete approach to implementing an ISMS for ISO/IEC 27001 compliance. With the
support of security experts who have a proven implementation process together with a leading software solution, an information security
compliance programme can be initiated quickly and effectively. Leveraging independent external resources, the project can have minimal
impact on internal personnel, while a comprehensive knowledge transfer programme ensures that the solution can be effectively
maintained after the initial project concludes.
The solution offers build in logic and step-by-step guidance with easy to follow instructions. Ready-made content, pre-defined
templates and reports enable a fast start to the project identifying where improvements are needed and ensuring requirements are
met for compliance to be achieved.
Key Features and Benefits
• L
 eading Information Security Management System
implementation with specialist support from experts
throughout the project
• B
 uilt in consulting logic and intelligence enables a simple
step-by-step and self-paced implementation based on
business requirements
• P
 roven procedures, ready-made content and customisable
templates (pre-filled) which are industry and sector specific
• M
 inimises internal resource requirements required to
implement the project
• Process documentation and optimization
• Reports for audit and certification
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• C
 ornerstone solution for compliance regulations and
contractual requirements (in some sectors)
• C
 ustomised support service to gain maximum effectiveness
and ROI from the ISMS
• ISMS implementation and ongoing maintenance
• O
 ngoing proof to customers and partners of commitment to
information security
• S
 olution design, documentation and implementation to
match ISO 27001 controls
• Compliance pre-audit and audit support
• C
 learly defines responsibilities and roles creating culture of
information security and resilience

About RUAG
RUAG develops trailblazing innovations
and internationally sought after
cutting-edge technology in the fields of
aerospace and defence. By combining
outstanding technological expertise
with a high degree of foresight and
responsibility, it creates the
foundations for security and progress
within society.
For more information:
www.ruag.com
Other Relevant Services
•
•
•
•

Cyber Training Academy Courses
IT Emergency Planning
Security Health Check
Security Penetration Testing

Primary Offices
RUAG Cyber Security
RUAG Schweiz AG
Stauffacherstrasse 65
3000 Bern 22
Switzerland
T: +41 31 376 68 42
RUAG Cyber Security
Repräsentanz Berlin
Leipziger Platz 14
10117 Berlin
Germany
T: +49 3020 61 68810
RUAG Cyber Security (Clearswift)
1310 Waterside
Arlington Business Park
Theale
Reading
Berkshire RG7 4SA
United Kingdom
T: +44 118 903 8300

Email for more information:
cyber.defence@ruag.com
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Scenarios
ISO/IEC 27001 Compliance
Certain industries now require ISMS certification to ISO 27001. RUAG can provide both personnel and
the software solution to achieve this compliance. By using a comprehensive framework, specific legal,
regulatory and contractual requirements can be effectively met. Full compliance will show to customers
and partners the commitment an organization has to information security as well as building an internal
culture of security and resilience.
Other Information Security Services
The ISMS for ISO/IEC compliance can be enhanced to cover other information security areas, such as IT
Emergency Planning and Data Protection. Integrated options to the ISMS reduce time to implement and
increase the ROI achieved for these projects.
Data Protection Officer / Chief Information Security Officer as a Service
In addition to providing specialist personnel for an ISMS project, RUAG can also offer full or parttime personnel to fulfil the roles for Data Protection Officer (DPO) and Chief Information Security
Officer (CISO). These services can be provided as medium or long term service assignments.

Pricing
Pricing starts at €25,000 and includes software licensing and consulting services but is dependent
on the scope of the project.

Why RUAG Cyber Security Services
RUAG Cyber Security Services have grown out of high profile engagements with the Swiss
Government, operating in highly secure environments with specialist personnel. A consistent approach
to projects of all sizes ensures a high-quality, on-time, on-budget deliverable which is tailored to the
customer’s specific needs.
Customers for ISMS include government departments, manufacturers, engineering services,
telecommunication providers, software development businesses and energy providers.

